
    The hike begins at the Stone Road parking lot (41°45'19.1"N 72°56'23.8"W), 0.3 miles south of the 
stop sign at George Washington Turnpike.  Starting at the trail kiosk, follow the White (W) bike trail 
south, crossing the Blue/Yellow (B/Y ) trail at 0.5 miles and then passing the junction with the White/
Red (W/R) bike trail at 0.7 miles.  Continue on the W, passing  the start of the White/Green (W/G) at 
1.2 miles.  At 1.5 you cross over the W/G and at 1.7 you reach the sign at the end of the W/B.  At 1.8 
you pass the junction at the end of the W/G bike trail and at 2.1 miles you reach the junction with the 
Blue/Orange (B/O ) hiking trail.  Turn left (east ) as the W & B/O follow next to each other for 0.1 
miles.  When the W trail turns southwest, stay on the B/O hiking trail marked with B/O plastic 
rectangle markers.  Ascend through the ravine called The Devil’s Kitchen and continue to the end of 
the B/O trail.  Turn right (east) and follow the B/Y trail to Stone Road and then back to your car. 

                                                                                                                   

            Hike / Bike

         White bike #2 &
  Blue/Orange hike Loop  
                Class 1   
               3.8 miles  
              800‘ vertical 
               1.9 hours 
             50% bike trail
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    The W blaze is a painted white 
rectangle marking the original very 
well engineered mountain bike 
trail.  Hikers should respect this 
trail by stepping aside to allow any 
bikers  pass.  Bikers should also 
respect the hiking trails, by using only 
the 100% bike or 100% combo loops.

    The traditional hiking B/Y blazes 
painted blue with a yellow dot are 
now being replaced with blue 
plastic rectangles that have a 
yellow rectangle at the bottom.  
The B/O blazes have been 
replaced with blue plastic 
rectangles that have an orange 
rectangle at the bottom.

             Alan M Perrie
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